Spending more, taxing more
How does the Quebec government plan to square
the circle?
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In response to declining revenues and
much weaker than anticipated economic
growth, the Quebec government delivered a budget two months ago that will
set the province back down the path of
deficits and increased debt. The biggest
problem with the budget is that the government’s plan to return to fiscal balance
in 2013/2014 will probably mean higher
taxes—the opposite of what the government should be doing at this time.
The government claims to have a plan
to eliminate the deficit by 2013/2014. Its
budget lists several actions that they
plan to take to increase revenues. The
first is an increase in Quebec’s sales tax
from 7.5% to 8.5%, effective January 1,
2011. Second, they plan to index all nonindexed user fees, with the exception of
rates for child care services. While increasing user fees is not a bad idea, even
if child care services are excluded, they
should, at minimum, be offset with tax
reductions.
The government also plans to limit
annual program spending growth to
3.2%, as of 2010/2011. While constrained
spending growth is a welcome move, the
government’s track record should be a
cause for concern, given that program
spending has increased by 4.7% on average for the last 10 years (Picher, 2009,
Mar. 20).
Most worrying, however, is a line item
contained in the budget entitled “other
revenues or expenditure measures to be
identified.” The government is relying
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on this to balance the budget. The value
of this item is $8.37 billion for the years
2010/2011 to 2013/2014. Where does the
government plan to get the money to
meet this expected shortfall?
There are only two possible options:
decrease spending or increase revenues.
Decreasing spending appears not to be
in the cards, as the government is al-

than $4.3 billion would still be required
to balance the budget.
This means that the government
would have to raise tax rates—whether
personal, business, or sales taxes—to
make up the difference. Such tax increases would negatively impact economic growth by sending a negative
signal to the real generators of economic

The government should have decreased personal
income and business taxes to improve the
incentives for increased work effort, investment,
and entrepreneurial risk taking.

ready predicting an increase in annual
program spending. This leaves increasing revenues as the only possible option.
Since the government is predicting
an annual decline of $2.5 billion in revenue for each of the next two fiscal years,
an increase could only come from two
sources: additional federal transfers or
higher provincial taxes.
According to the budget documents,
“the Quebec government will continue
talks with the federal government, with
a view to its granting Quebec’s requests,
in particular as regards the reinstatement of the equalization program implemented in 2007.” The target figure is
$4 billion in payments over four years.
But even if that sum were obtained, a
prospect that is uncertain at best, more

activity: hard-working, skilled, and talented Quebecers, entrepreneurs, and
successful businesses.
What should the government have
done instead?
First, it should have curbed or reduced spending. The government is set
to increase its program spending by
$2.589 billion in 2009/2010 and $1.890
billion in 2010/2011. The increased
spending will do little, if anything, to
increase economic growth because the
government will take money from some
Quebecers (in the form of borrowing),
who will then have less to spend and/or
invest in the private market, and spend
it on others.
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Second, it should have suspended contributions to the “generations fund” (a
fund established to reduce Quebec’s debt), which are projected to be $715 million in
2009/2010 and $880 million in 2010/2011. In 2008, the fund declined in value from
$1.45 billion to $1.13 billion. In light of current market conditions, the government
would be wise to use these projected contributions to limit tax increases instead.
Third, the government should have decreased personal income and business
taxes to improve the incentives for increased work effort, investment, and entrepreneurial risk taking.
Without such measures, this budget is nothing but a costly attempt to square a
circle by spending more but then taxing more. At this time, Quebec needs to encourage wealth creation by fostering the right investment climate for all businesses
to succeed, rather than destroying it.
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